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This is the ninth in a series of updates outlining key developments which have taken place across the EU 
institutions. Each week, the EU27 Bulletin will update you on institutional changes, major policy speeches 
by EU leaders and decisions adopted by the EU institutions. We also look ahead to what developments may 
emerge over the coming week.

Developments in the Parliament 

Final turnout figures published for 2019 elections to the European Parliament 
The publication this week of the final turnout figures for the May 2019 elections to the European Parliament, showed 
a marked increase in turnout at 50.66% across the EU28, an increase of 8% compared to the 2014 elections. They are 
reflective of a general trend towards increased voter participation across 20 Member States, particularly among young 
and first-time voters. Increases did, however, vary greatly across Member States, from significant increases in Spain 
(16.9% increase), Romania (18.7% increase) and Poland (21.8% increase) to more moderate increases in the UK (1.58% 
increase) and Finland (1.7% increase). Where turnout did decrease, any fall observed was moderate, not surpassing 
three percentage points. This includes a drop in participation in Ireland, where turnout was 49.7%, down 2.74%  
compared to 2014.

First stop Skopje for President Sassoli
The President of the European Parliament, David Sassoli, will visit Skopje in North Macedonia on his first official trip 
since becoming President. President Sassoli will use the visit, which is scheduled for 4-5 November 2019, to highlight the 
Parliament’s support for North Macedonia’s accession to the EU. The European Parliament issued a resolution last week 
expressing regret at the decision of France and indeed Denmark and the Netherlands to block progress on enlargement 
and calling on Member States to “act responsibly” towards Albania and North Macedonia. Ahead of the visit, President 
Sassoli urged the citizens of North Macedonia and Albania to “remain on the European track”. The President will also 
visit Albania on 2-3 December 2019. 

Developments in European Commission

Juncker Commission to stay in office but not in power
31 October 2019 was due to be the last day of President Juncker’s outgoing Commission, ahead of the new Commission 
taking office on 1 November 2019. However, a delay in the formation of President-elect von der Leyen’s College 
of Commissioners, means that it will not take up office until 1 December 2019 at the earliest. In the interim period, 
the Juncker Commission will stay in office to ensure institutional continuity. However, the Treaties make no explicit 
provisions for such a delay, or indeed the powers that any caretaker administration should have. Nevertheless, it is 
widely assumed that the powers of any interim Commission will be limited to dealing with “current business” i.e. daily 
administrative tasks, until the new Commission takes office. 
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https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20191029IPR65301/final-turnout-data-for-2019-european-elections-announced
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/plenary/en/texts-adopted.html
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President-elect von der Leyen nominates new French and Hungarian candidates 
The President-elect of the European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, has officially nominated replacement 
Commissioners-designate from Hungary and France. Olivér Várhelyi, the Hungarian candidate, is currently the 
Hungarian Permanent Representative to the EU. The President-elect also approved Thierry Breton, CEO of a French 
technology company, as the replacement French candidate. These candidates will now be scrutinised by the relevant 
committees in the European Parliament. Preliminary hearings on potential conflicts of interest for both candidates by 
the Parliament’s Legal Affairs Committee (JURI), are scheduled for 6 and 7 November 2019. 

Doubts persist over the Romanian replacement candidate amidst national political uncertainty. The European 
Commission rejected the nomination of Victor Negrescu (a former MEP) by caretaker Prime Minister Viorica Dăncilă. 
Dăncilă lost a vote of confidence on 10 October 2019. The Commission considers that as a candidate of the interim 
government, and one that lacks the support of the Romanian President, Mr Negrescu does not have the legitimacy to 
go forward in the process. If the appointment process continues as planned, the final confirmatory vote on the von der 
Leyen Commission is now scheduled for the week of 25 November 2019 in the European Parliament.  

Decision on MFF not likely in December 
The Commissioner for the Budget, Gunther Oettinger, has admitted that EU leaders are unlikely to reach agreement 
on the EU’s long-term budget, the Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) for 2021-2027, at the December  
European Council. In a press conference, he outlined the proposed three-pillar model of the new MFF: CAP, Cohesion and 
new priorities (modernisation, defence, research, migration). He emphasised that tensions between net contributors and 
net benefactors are misplaced, because spending for new priorities often does not come in the form of direct payments 
to Member States.

Amid disagreements over the size of the MFF, Commission Oettinger outlined the rationale behind the Commission’s 
1.114% of GNI proposal, which he argued reflects a smaller budget compared to the current MFF (1.16% of GNI) in 
recognition of the budgetary shortfall expected as a result of the UK’s departure. He added that avoiding cuts to CAP and 
cohesion policies would require larger contributions by Member States. The Budget Commissioner also justified the 
Commission’s five-step plan to gradually eradicate rebates following Brexit, as a middle course between those Member 
States that want to remove rebates immediately and those countries that wish to see them preserved.

Commissioner Oettinger finished his press conference with an appeal to Member States to modernise the MFF in view of 
emerging priorities such as Africa, migration and the defence industry, and not to “sacrifice these on the altar of cuts”. 

Commission takes stock of progress on Security Union
The European Commission welcomed “tangible results” towards the creation of a Security Union in a report published 
this week. The report finds that the prioritisation of security under the Juncker Commission yielded agreement on 16 
legislative files. This includes a number of landmark decisions to combat terrorism, including stricter sanctions for 
terrorism-related crimes and reinforced rules regarding the circulation of firearms, as well as improved information 
sharing among Member States. The report identified further room for improvement under the new Commission, citing 
in particular the implementation of interoperability proposals by 2020 and the opening of negotiations on personal 
data exchange with New Zealand. The theme of a Europe that protects will remain a priority for the incoming von der 
Leyen Commission. 

Tech platforms not doing enough to self-regulate disinformation
On 29 October 2019, the European Commission published its first report, analysing the effectiveness of self-regulation 
in tackling disinformation. Under the EU’s Code of Practice on Disinformation, a number of tech platforms such as 
Facebook, Twitter and Google voluntarily committed to providing regular self-assessment reports on their efforts to 

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/annual-self-assessment-reports-signatories-code-practice-disinformation-2019
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tackle disinformation. The Commission’s report points to the muted success of this self-regulation, which involved 
companies committing to improving transparency and taking steps to fight fake news. The Commission raised 
significant concerns regarding the limited access to data granted by tech companies to independent researchers and 
the subsequent lack of independent scrutiny. The Commissioner for the Security Union, Julian King, warned that in the 
absence of significant progress, the Commission will consider introducing regulatory or co-regulatory measures when 
it presents its full assessment of the Code of Practice on Disinformation in early 2020.

Developments in the Council 

European Council agrees to third Brexit extension until 31 January 2020
The European Council has agreed to extend the Article 50 deadline for the third time. The new Brexit deadline is now set 
for 31 January 2020, but the UK may leave at a specified earlier date (1 December 2019 or 1 January 2020), if the Withdrawal 
Agreement is successfully ratified by this time. The 31 January extension secured the unanimous approval of Member 
States, despite initial French reticence. Commenting on the extension, the President of the European Council, Donald 
Tusk, urged the UK to use this extension wisely as “it may be the last one”. The EU hopes that such an extension will 
give the UK time to ratify the Withdrawal Agreement currently on the table. Equally, UK Prime Minster Boris Johnson is 
optimistic that the convocation of a general election on 12 December 2019 will give him the numbers he needs to get his 
Withdrawal Bill through the House of Commons. 

Croatia launches Presidency priorities
A “strong Europe in a challenging world” will be the motto of the Croatian Presidency of the Council of the EU, when 
it takes over from Finland in January 2020. During an official press conference, the Croatian Prime Minister, Andrej 
Plenković, outlined Croatia’s ambitions to create a “Europe that develops, Europe that connects, Europe that protects 
and Europe that is influential”. Specifically, the Croatian Presidency will seek to finalise negociations on the MFF, 
strengthen the European Pillar of Social Rights and revisit enlargement in the Western Balkans. It will also advance 
measures to boost the EU’s birth rate and improve connectivity across Europe through better transport, energy and 
digital infrastructure. On protection, Croatia highlighted the fight against financing terrorism, reform of the Common 
European Asylum System and developing resistance to hybrid threats as areas of particular focus. 

Other developments

Spain to host COP25
Spain will likely host the United Nation’s climate summit – COP25 – following Chile’s decision to cancel the event.  The 
summit was due to be held in Santiago, Chile between 2 December 2019 and 13 December 2019, but had to be cancelled 
due to the widespread protects taking place across the country. The Spanish Prime Minister, Pedro Sanchez, stepped in 
to offer Madrid as a replacement venue. A formal decision on the new venue is expected on Monday 4 November 2019. 

CJEU opinion finds Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic in contempt of EU Law

Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic failed to respect their obligations under EU law by refusing to comply with the 
EU’s mandatory relocation scheme for migrants, according to the opinion of CJEU Advocate General Sharpston. The 
Advocate General considers that the principle of solidarity enshrined in EU law “necessarily sometimes implies accepting 
burden-sharing” and furthermore that disregarding one’s obligations because “they are unwelcome or unpopular is a 

https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2019-10/cp190133en.pdf
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dangerous first step towards the breakdown of the orderly and structured society governed by rule of law”. A final ruling 
is still to come on the matter. Although, the Advocate General’s opinion is advisory, it is often followed in the formal 
ruling. 

What to look out for next week 

4-7 November 2019: The Web Summit will be held in Lisbon, Portugal. Commissioner Carlos Moedas and 
Commissioner Margrethe Vestager will address the summit. 

6 November 2019: The Commission Vice-President for the Euro and Social Dialogue, Valdis Dombrovskis, will 
deliver a keynote speech at the Bloomberg conference on ‘Rebooting the Capital Markets Union: Stimulating 
Sustainable Growth for the Low-Carbon Economy’. 

7 November 2019: The Eurgroup will explore the themes of growth and jobs and the ESM Treaty. A discussion 
is also expected on the Budgetary Instrument for Competitiveness and Convergence. 

8 November 2019: The ECOFIN configuration will discuss climate finance and the state of play on digital 
taxation and other taxation files. On the same day, the Education Council will host a joint policy discussion 
with ECOFIN on the economic importance of developing high quality education. Education Ministers will also 
explore lifelong learning in the context of the technological and green transition and artificial intelligence in 
education and training. 
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